
Transform Moments into Memories

Are you ready to merge creativity with technology? Do you have a passion
for elevating the ifolor iOS mobile app, working alongside product
managers, marketing, and UX experts to boost the value we offer? Could
you see yourself designing and launching new features, expertly
addressing bugs, and enhancing our application deployment process? Are
you skilled in crafting automated tests? Then continue and learn more

about the role.

Why Choose ifolor?

Global Team: Immerse yourself in an international working
environment, surrounded by talented individuals facing exciting

ENGINEERING · ZURICH · HYBRID

Senior iOS Engineer

Apply for this job

We usually respond within three days

CAREER MENU

https://careers.ifolor.com/


challenges.

Community & Engagement� Participate in team activities and events
that strengthen bonds and spark innovation.

Impactful Product� Contribute to a product that's not only beloved by
customers but also a household name in Switzerland.

Work-Life Harmony� Embrace the flexibility to work in a way that suits
you best, from the serenity of your home or amidst the buzz of our
contemporary Zurich office. Experience a work culture that's as
refreshing as it is rewarding

Rewarding Package� Your dedication and creativity are the backbone
of our success. We celebrate this with an attractive employment

package that appreciates your commitment to excellence

Your Role With Us

As Senior iOS Engineer, you'll:

Innovate and Implement� Spearhead the development of new features
and enhancements, ensuring our iOS mobile app remains at the
forefront of technology and user experience

Quality Assurance� Leverage your skills in Swift, SwiftUI and UIKit to
not only fix bugs but also maintain and elevate the application's
deployment process

Test and Secure� Craft automated tests and evolve our
monitoring/alerting systems, guaranteeing the reliability and security of
our application

Who You Are

Apply for this job



Adaptable Innovator� You're comfortable in a dynamic, KPI-driven
environment, possess a growth mindset, and are naturally curious

Change Champion� Open to new challenges, you’re ready to challenge
the status quo and bring fresh, solution-oriented ideas to the table

Technical Expert� Your expertise shines in Swift, SwiftUI and UIKit,
with a solid track record in Objective-C and competence with
CoreData.You are familiar with unit testing frameworks like XCTest, and
CI/CD pipelines, ideally Azure DevOps

Language proficiency� Being fluent in English, German is a plus,
prepared to connect with our international team and make a lasting
impact

At ifolor, we're dedicated to bringing life's most beautiful moments into the
spotlight. If you're poised to make a significant impact with your technical
excellence and lead the way in Switzerland and Finland, we're eager to
embark on this journey with you. Let's redefine the celebration of
memories, making every moment worth more.

Department Engineering

Role Mobile Apps

Locations Zurich

Remote status Hybrid

Employment type Full-time

https://careers.ifolor.com/locations/zurich


Zurich

About ifolor Group

CONTACT

Iyad
VP Product Engineering � Engineering

https://careers.ifolor.com/people/2159148-iyad


ifolor brings the most beautiful moments back to life in
personalized photo products. Our portfolio includes high-quality
products such as photo books, photo calendars, photo greeting
cards, wall decorations, photo gifts and photos. Founded in 1961,
we are a Swiss family business that today employs around 270
people and generates annual sales of more than CHF 100 million.

We are active in 15 countries and are the market leader in
Switzerland and Finland. Our quality products are manufactured

at our Swiss headquarters in Kreuzlingen on Lake Constance. 
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